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The Theater of Shakespeares Time

HOLGER SCHOTT SYME

Early modern London was a theatrical city like no other, as the travel writer Fynes 
Moryson proudly proclaimed: “as there be, in my opinion, more plays in London than 
in all parts of the world I have seen, so do these players or comedians excel all others 
in the world.” Moryson wrote just after Shakespeare’s death, around 1619, but the 
world of playacting he described had thrived in and around England’s capital long 
before Shakespeare arrived there. The decades between 1567, when the first theater 
built in England since the Romans opened its doors, and 1642, when playacting was 
prohibited by Parliament, saw an unprecedented and still unparalleled flourishing of 
theatrical artistry. Moryson’s account emphasizes not just the quality of London’s 
actors, but also the sheer quantity of plays on offer: as far as he was concerned, there 
was more theater in the city than anywhere else in the world. The historical record 
bears out his impression. English acting companies, driven by a constant hunger for 
new work, kept dozens of dramatists busy writing a staggering number of plays—more 
than 2,500 works, of which just over 500 survive. Theaters sprang up all around Lon
don in the 1570s. Throughout Shakespeare’s career, there were never fewer than 
four acting venues in operation; some years, up to nine theaters were competing for 
audiences. Different spaces and different companies catered to different tastes and 
income brackets: the tiny indoor location of the Boys of St. Paul’s, an acting com
pany of youths, could accommodate fewer than 100 of the wealthy courtiers and law 
students who were their typical spectators; the Swan Theater, on the other hand, the 
largest of the open-air venues that were the most common type of theater in Shake
speare’s London, had room for over 3,000 people from all social backgrounds. The 
theater was rich and varied, an engine of artistic experiment and a place where tradi
tions flourished; it was an art form both elite and popular; it provided entertainment 
for kings and queens even as their governments worried that it was difficult to con
trol, attracting large and boisterous crowds and posing a threat to public health dur
ing plague outbreaks.

In London, theater was everywhere. But what was it? Who performed it, where, 
under what circumstances, using what methods and techniques, and for whom?

History
Before we can approach these questions, a few words about historical evidence are in 
order. Theater is a transitory art, not designed to leave behind lasting records or traces; 
it is, as Shakespeare never tired of noting, a kind of dream. In Shakespeare’s time, it 
was a pursuit about which the government cared only intermittently, and was therefore 
rarely the subject of official recordkeeping. Much of what we know about playhouses 
and acting companies derives from squabbles over money and the lawsuits that fol
lowed. What information survives is just enough to make theater historians realize 
how much has been lost. For instance, with few exceptions, we do not know who per
formed which roles. We cannot name a single character Shakespeare played. Even for 
the most famous actors of the age, we can list at most a handful of parts. Nor do we 
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94 ♦ The Theater of Shakespeare’s Time

know how popular most of Shakespeare’s plays were. His history plays, more than his 
tragedies or comedies, sold well as books—but did they do as well on stage? We would 
like to think so, but without attendance records, we cannot know for sure. Much Ado 
About Nothing was never reprinted on its own after its initial publication in 1600. Does 
that mean it was a theatrical flop too? Probably not—else why print it at all? But we 
cannot be certain.

One extant document contains a tremendous amount of information: Philip 
Henslowe’s business record, known as his Diary. Henslowe was a financier who owned 
three theaters and served as a financial manager of sorts for the acting companies that 
rented his venues. The Diary includes performance records from 1592 through 1597, 
mostly for the Lord Admiral’s Men. It allows us to get a sense of this company’s busi
ness practices, its repertory of plays, its inventory of props and costumes, and its deal
ings with playwrights and artisans. And the Diary makes us realize just how many 
plays have disappeared: it mentions about 280 titles, of which at most 31 survive.

This may all sound rather depressing, as if the story of Shakespeare’s theater 
were ultimately irretrievable. But it is not. We can interpret archaeological discover
ies; extrapolate from extant records such as Henslowe’s or the accounts of court 
officials; trace contemporary responses to the theater in letters, diaries, satires, and 
polemics; and study plays and their stage directions to understand what features 
playwrights expected in playhouses and how they intended to use them. We can 
make the most of what survives to construct a tentative and careful, but not baseless, 
narrative of what this world may have been like.

Playhouses
Theater in Shakespeare’s London was predominantly an outdoor activity. Most play
houses were open-air spaces much larger than the few indoor venues. The building 
simply called The Theatre, in the suburb of Shoreditch, north of the Citv of London, 
created a model in 1576 that many playhouses would follow for the next forty years. It 
was a fourteen-sided polygonal structure, nearly round, with an external diameter of 
about seventy-two feet; audiences stood in the open yard or sat in one of three galler
ies. There was probably a permanent stage, which thrust out into the yard, with the 
galleries behind it serving as a balcony over the performance area and, where they 
were walled off, providing a backstage area (the “tiring house” in early modern termi
nology). The Theatre may not have had a roof over its stage. The Rose Theater in 
Southwark, across the Thames from the City of London, was built without such a roof 
in 1587; one was added during renovations in 1592. The shape of the stage also 
changed over time: archaeological excavations have shown that the Rose’s original 
stage was relatively shallow, not extending far into the yard. In 1592, the space was 
redesigned to allow the stage to thrust out farther, creating a deeper playing area sur
rounded by standing spectators on three sides. This model would be followed in later 
playhouses, but whereas the Rose's stage (and probably those of other early theaters as 
well) tapered toward the front, later ones were rectangular and thus quite large. Judg
ing from the erosion around the stage area in the excavated Rose, audiences responded 
with enthusiasm to the new configuration, pressing as close to the action as possible.

This first generation of playhouses also included The Theatre’s close neighbor in 
Shoreditch, the Curtain, built in 1577 and named not after a stage curtain, which 
these theaters did not have, but after its location, the “Curtain Estate.” The Theatre, 
the Curtain, and the Rose resembled one another in size and shape and had room for 
2,000—2,500 spectators. The next generation of theaters did not depart from the 
earlier model in shape, but anticipated larger crowds. The Swan (1595), the Globe 
(1599), and the last outdoor theater erected in London, the Hope (1613), had a capac
ity of about 3,000. They were impressive buildings not just because of their size but
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This view of London’s northern suburbs shows the Curtain playhouse (the three-story 
polygonal structure with the flag on the left). It aptly illustrates the almost rural location 
of these early theaters: the Curtain stands adjacent to farmhouses and windmills.

also because they were beautifully decorated, as foreign visitors reported. Johannes 
de Witt, a Dutchman, described the Swan in 1596 as an “amphitheater of obvious 
beauty,” admiring its wooden columns painted to look like marble.

Although some of the later playhouses modified the formula set by The Theatre, all 
the open-air venues shared a common spatial and social logic. They all separated their 
audience into those standing in the yard (the “groundlings” or “understanders”), who 
paid a penny to enter the theater, and those who sat in one of the galleries, paying two 
pennies for the lower level or three for the upper levels, where the benches had cush
ions. The most exclusive seats, at sixpence, were in the “lords’ rooms,” probably located 
in the sections of the galleries closest to the stage, and possibly in the balcony over the 
stage. Fashionable gallants and wealthy show-offs could also sit on the stage itself, pay
ing an additional sixpence for a stool. Neither the “lords’ rooms” nor the stools onstage 
gave the best view of the play, but they provided unparalleled opportunities to put 
fancy clothes on display: these were seats for being seen. Stage-sitting was often sati
rized as a vain and foolish habit, and the groundlings evidently objected to the rich 
fops blocking their view. As Shakespeare’s contemporary Thomas Dekker describes 
the scene at one of the outdoor theaters, the “scarecrows in the yard hoot at you, hiss 
at you, spit at you, yea, throw dirt even in your teeth: ’tis most Gentlemanlike patience 
to endure all this, and to laugh at the silly animals.”

The theaters, though hierarchically structured, were unusually inclusive: audi
ence members from all social spheres could gain admission and enjoy the same spec
tacles. Social hierarchies became dangerously porous in this shared space, as Dekker’s 
stage-sitters experienced firsthand: the commoners in the yard could hurl abuse and 
even dirt at the gentle and noble audience members onstage. Lords had to suffer 
close proximity with their social inferiors. However, the playhouses’ inclusiveness 
had limits, too: the poor and royalty were unlikely to enter a theater. Neither Queen 
Elizabeth I nor King James I ever did.

Purpose-built theaters were not the only places where plays were performed. 
From the mid-1570s on, four inns also regularly hosted acting companies: the Bell, 
the Bull, the Cross Keys, and the Bell Savage. Only one of them, the Bell, seems to 
have had an indoor hall for play performances; the others had yards in which a stage 
could be erected. These yards had open galleries to give guests access to rooms on 
the upper floors, so that the overall structure of the auditorium was similar to the 
theaters: an open yard surrounded by galleries, at least some of which would have 
had benches. Unlike the theaters, however, which stood in the suburbs surrounding 
London, the inns were within or just outside the city walls. This location made them 
favored acting sites in the winter, when the roads were unpredictable and the days
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A Victorian photograph of the Elizabethan galleried yard of the White Hart Inn in 
Southwark, similar to the layout of the inns used for performing plays.

were short, making it difficult for audience members to return to the City before the 
gates were shut at nightfall. But the inns irked London authorities. No venues other 
than churches allowed for the assembly of as many people as inn yards did, and play 
performances could attract particularly unruly crowds. For the authorities, these 
places created a threat of public disorder right in the heart of the City, and for over 
two decades, Lord Mayors and aidermen made intermittent attempts to shut down 
acting at the inns. It seems they succeeded by 1596, since references to regular per
formances in those venues cease after that year.

No adult acting company regularly performed in an indoor space in London 
between 1576 and 1610. There were a number of such venues, though, notably a very 
small theater near St. Paul’s Cathedral, with room for only a select few, and a some
what larger space inside the former Blackfriars friary. Both were active in the 1570s 
and 1580s, when two children’s companies used them—acting troupes made up of 
choirboys from the royal chapels and St. Paul’s Cathedral. By the time Shakespeare 
arrived in London, however, the old Blackfriars had closed, and neither space was 
used during the 1590s. But the boys’ companies started performing again around the 
turn of the century, acting exclusively indoors.

This reemergence lies behind the conversation between Rosencrantz and Hamlet 
about the “eyrie of children” that produce plays mocking “the common stages.” Although 
the boys’ companies could not seriously jeopardize the adult troupes’ economic success, 
their reappearance around 1600 apparently made their grown-up competitors look 
unfashionable among the trendiest patrons. Exclusivity was the hallmark of these com
panies and their indoor theaters, which were referred to as “private” playhouses; unlike 
the “common" theaters, these venues kept the wider world out both architecturally 
and socially. Entrance fees were much higher, probably starting at sixpence (the price 
of the costliest seats in the open-air theaters) and going up to over two shillings.
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The boys also performed less frequently than the adult companies. They made 
the most of their elite status, thriving on satirical plays and a willingness to court 
controversy that sometimes landed them in hot water with persons of influence. 
Their financial situation was as unstable as their favor with the authorities. When 
King James, in March 1608, shut down the children’s company that was using a 
recently constructed theater inside the former Blackfriars monastery, he unwittingly 
made theater history. Soon thereafter, the decades-old division between outdoor 
adult and indoor boys’ companies came to an end. In 1610, near the end of Shake
speare’s career, the King's Men adopted the Blackfriars as a second venue. Even after 
that, however, most audiences would still have experienced plays in the outdoor play
houses that remained the most popular, accessible, and visible acting venues in and 
around London.

Companies and Repertories
What was an acting company in Shakespeare's time? Formally, a group of players serv
ing a noble patron. A law of 1572 had forced performers to find official sponsors to 
avoid legal prosecution as “vagrants” and “masterless men.” That is why the troupe 
with which Shakespeare was associated for most of his documented career was first 
known as the Lord Chamberlain’s Servants, and after 1603 as the King’s Servants: 
these actors were officially servants of the Lord Chamberlain (the member of the Privv 
Council in charge of the royal household), and later of King James I. (Modern scholars 
generally refer to these companies as the Lord Chamberlain’s Men and the King’s 
Men.) All companies resident in London for at least part of the year were associated 
with high-ranking noblemen. After 1603, most of these troupes came under royal 
patronage, formally serving the King, the Queen, or a member of their family.

In all likelihood, the connection between patrons and companies was fairly 
loose, although the players technically formed part of their patrons’ households. 
Take the example of James’s son-in-law, the Count Palatine: his troupe, the Pals
grave’s Men, operated under that name from 1613 to 1632, although their supposed 
patron only lived in England for a few months from 1612 to 1613. Links may have 
been closer where companies were sponsored by nobles of lower rank, as was com
mon throughout the kingdom. Dozens of these groups appear in contemporary rec
ords. They toured the towns, cities, and stately homes surrounding their lords' seats, 
returning at Christmas to entertain families and guests. Whether they visited Lon
don is unclear, as is the question of what plays they performed; but some of them 
were so active on the road that they probably traveled to the country’s biggest city 
as well.

What most defined a company were its leading members: the actors who would 
typically take on all major roles and who jointly owned the troupe’s stock of costumes, 
props, and, crucially, play scripts. There were between six and a dozen of these “shar
ers.” They not only formed the heart of any acting company, but also had an immediate 
financial interest in its success, as they divided the weekly profits among themselves. 
But there was more to a troupe of actors than its sharers. When the King’s Men 
received their royal patent, or license, in 1603, the document not only identified the 
nine sharers (Shakespeare among them) as “servants” of James I, but also recognized 
that those servants required further “associates” to stage plays. These hired actors 
could in some cases be as closely associated with a company as the sharers. John 
Sincklo, for example, was a member of the Chamberlain’s Men for most of their exis
tence and is mentioned by name in the stage directions to three of Shakespeare’s plays. 
He was apparently an extraordinarily thin man and is often linked with very skinny 
characters—in 1 Henry IV he played the Beadle whom Doll Tearsheet calls a “thin 
man in a censer.” Sincklo was a fixture of Chamberlain’s Men productions for play
wrights and audiences alike, and an integral part of their identity. Yet despite this status,
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Sincklo continued to be an employee rather than an owner of the company for the rest 
of his recorded life.

The theatrical power of one other set of actors likewise outstripped their institu
tional power within the company: the male youths who played all female roles. These 
“boys”—in reality, adolescents who would not have started acting before they were 
twelve or thirteen and sometimes continued into their early twenties—were associated 
with the companies as sharers’ apprentices. In effect, therefore, none of the actors who 
played Shakespeare’s great female roles, from Tamora to Lady Macbeth to Hermione, 
were officially members of an acting troupe; rather, they belonged to a sharer’s 
household. Each boy was contracted to serve his master for at least seven years, in 
return for instruction, room, and board. But officially, they would not have been in 
training as actors, since there was no guild for actors (and thus no official training 
available). Instead, they formally became apprentices in the trade governed by the 
guild to which their master belonged. For example, John Heminges, one of the leading 
sharers in Shakespeare’s troupe, was a member of the Company of Grocers, the guild 
that oversaw that trade. Over thirty years, he had about ten apprentices. Since 
Heminges did not actually work as a grocer, these youths were probably boy actors, 
being trained as stage performers. If they completed their term, though, they could pay 
a fee and become “freemen” of the Company of Grocers and citizens of London— 
positions that came with many legal advantages and privileges. Although many boy 
actors did not become leading men, the social status they gained by formally complet
ing an apprenticeship left them free to make their way in life after their careers as 
players had ended.

Although increasingly integrated into London’s social life over the course of Shake
speare’s career, most acting companies also spent part of the year touring market towns 
and stately homes. Acting was frowned upon if not strictly forbidden in London during 
Lent, the forty days or so before Easter, and companies had to go elsewhere to secure an 
income then; there was also a long-standing custom of traveling during the summer, 
when days were longer and roads more reliable (see the map of touring routes in the map 
appendix, below). Many companies only knew this itinerant existence, and it was their

Money was collected in small, round 
earthenware containers that had to be 
smashed after a performance. Many 
fragments of these were found during the 
excavation of the Rose playhouse.

work that the young Shakespeare may 
have seen in Stratford. But around the 
time he began working as a theater pro
fessional some companies had started 
to regard London as their home. By the 
1590s, that group included Lord 
Strange’s Men, the Admiral’s Men, and 
the Earl of Pembroke’s Men. They 
established long-term relationships 
with the owners of playhouses where 
they performed more or less perma
nently. The Admiral’s Men became 
associated with the Rose and later the 
Fortune, both theaters belonging to 
Philip Henslowe. The Chamberlain’s 
Men, founded in 1594, started at The 
Theatre, owned by James Burbage 
(whose son Richard would soon emerge 
as the troupe’s young star). Pembroke’s 
Men may have been the resident com
pany at the Swan once that playhouse 
opened in 1595. A further troupe prob
ably occupied the Curtain. By 1599 yet 
another company, the Earl of Derby’s 
Men, took up residence at the Boar’s 
Head. In fact, so many acting troupes
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performed in London that there were never fewer than four venues in operation during 
Shakespeare’s career, and in some years the city sustained nine theaters.

The proprietors of most of those playhouses rented their buildings to the actors for 
a share of the revenues: half the takings from the galleries belonged to the landlord, 
while the sharers in the company retained all income from the yard and the other half 
of the takings from the galleries. Troupes and theater owners thus divided profits as 
well as risk: if a play flopped, the landlord also lost income, just as he gained from 
popular offerings. Some owners, Henslowe in particular, acted as the company’s 
financial manager, keeping stock of belongings and conducting transactions on the 
actors’ behalf.

Despite the great variety of playhouses and acting companies, or perhaps because of 
it, some venues developed specific profiles. This happened surprisingly early in the his
tory of London theater. Writing in 1579, the antitheatrical polemicist Stephen Gosson 
excluded some plays from his general criticism, praising two “shown at the Bull”; two 
others “usually brought into the Theater”; and especially “the two prose books 
played at the Bell Savage, where you shall find never a word without wit, never a line 
without pith, never a letter placed in vain.” Within a few years of opening, then, two 
of the inns and The Theatre were already known for specific plays one could expect 
to see there—whereas the four venues Gosson does not mention may have staged 
precisely the kinds of plays of which he disapproved.

All the same, few playhouses or acting companies were famous exclusively for a 
handful of titles or a particular kind of drama. The repertories of most troupes, includ
ing the Chamberlain's Men and King’s Men, were inclusive in their approach to 
themes and genres and combined old favorites with new and potentially challenging 
material. The King’s Men’s 1603 patent describes them as performing not only “com
edies, tragedies, histories"—the kinds of plays we might expect from Shakespeare’s 
company—but also “interludes, morals, pastorals." Shakespeare's works do not rep
resent all these categories, and they likely do not represent the full range of shows his 
troupe staged. If Henslowe's Diary' is a reliable model, companies commissioned ten to 
twenty plays each year, and new plays dominated their repertory. If a play failed to 
draw crowds, it disappeared quickly. If it had staying power, it would remain in circu
lation for a while, but few became recognized classics destined to be revived every 
couple of years. In general, it seems that audiences enjoyed periodically reencounter
ing older scripts, but had a more voracious appetite for fresh material—although old 
stories might frequently return in novel versions. Companies would produce their 
own take on plays from competing repertories: the Admiral’s Men paid Ben Jonson in 
1602 for a script about Richard III, for instance; and the Chamberlain’s Men bought 
Jonson's Every Man in His Humor in 1598, probably hoping to capitalize on a 1597 hit 
at the Rose, George Chapman’s Comedy of Humors. Even a single troupe’s repertory 
might feature multiple plays drawn from the same stories or materials. The King’s Men 
owned another Richard II play, which they staged at the Globe in April 1611—within 
weeks of performances of Macbeth, Cymbeline, and The Winter’s Tale. Of those three 
Shakespearean offerings, the latter two were then still quite new; but Macbeth would 
have been a revival, an indication that it was a success when first performed.

The repertory system required daily turnover. Staging the same play for days at a 
time, let alone for weeks, was practically unheard of. The nine consecutive perfor
mances of Thomas Middleton’s A Game at Chess at the Globe in 1624 were described 
as extraordinary at the time—nowadays, of course, a run of nine nights would be 
notable for its brevity. We can get a glimpse of what a typical selection of shows 
would have looked like in Shakespeare’s company from Henslowe’s Diary, which 
contains the only surviving sample of the Chamberlain’s Men’s repertory (staged in 
collaboration with the Admiral’s Men in June 1594):

MON 3 June
TUE 4 June
WED 5 June

Hesther and Ahasuerus 
The Jew of Malta 
Titus Andronicus
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THU 6 June 
SAT 8 June 
SUN 9 June 
MON 10 June 
TUE 11 June 
WED 12 June 
THU 13 June

Cutlack
Belin Dun
Hamlet
Hesther and Ahasuerus 
The Taming of a Shrew 
Titus Andronicus 
The Jew of Malta

The two companies performed seven different plays in ten days. Of those, two were 
tragedies based on fictional plots (The Jew of Malta and Titus Andronicus), two were 
tragedies set in the distant northern European past (Cutlack and Hamlet—the latter 
not Shakespeare’s version), one was a biblical drama (Hesther and Ahasuerus), one 
was a history or tragedy drawn from the English chronicles (Belin Dun, about a high
wayman hanged by King Henry I), and one was a comedy (The Taming of a Shrew— 
again, not Shakespeare’s). One play was brand-new (Belin Dun); one recent (Titus 
Andronicus, first performed in January 1594); two quite old (The Jew of Malta and 
The Taming of a Shrew were probably written before 1590); and we know nothing 
about the others.

The two companies’ combined offerings constitute a representative mixture of old 
and new; of different geographical settings and historical periods; of tragic, heroic, 
moral, and comedic entertainments. Variety was a predictable feature of any company’s 
stock of plays. Predictability, however, was not. For theatergoers keen to see a perfor
mance of Titus after its successful June 5 outing, finding out when the play was going to 
be mounted next was neither easy nor straightforward (we now know that their next 
chance would have come on June 12). They may have relied on word of mouth, as the 
actors commonly announced the next day’s play at the end of a show; they might have 
encountered the players marching through the City in the morning hours, advertising 
that day’s performance; or they may have read the news on one of the playbills posted 
daily all over the City to inform audiences what was being staged where. But would-be 
spectators had to keep their eyes peeled: while repertories responded to popular 
demand, they did not follow an easily foreseeable schedule. Since Titus did well, it 
would certainly be back onstage soon. But exactly when was uncertain.

Why Shakespeare’s Company Was Different
The playhouse in which the Chamberlain’s Men and the King's Men performed after 
1599, the Globe, was a unique building project. In 1597 James Burbage’s lease for 
the land on which The Theatre stood ran out, and a year later the Chamberlain’s 
Men were forced to vacate the premises and move to the neighboring Curtain. The 
building itself, however, still belonged to Burbage, and after his death in 1597, to his 
sons Cuthbert and Richard, the latter Shakespeare’s fellow sharer. The Burbages 
therefore took the extraordinary step of having a carpenter dismantle the structure 
and use the salvaged timber to build a new playhouse. This would be erected on a 
plot of land on the other side of London, south of the river and across the street from 
Henslowe’s Rose Theater. This new theater, the Globe, would be significantly bigger 
than its predecessor. As archaeological digs have revealed, it was probably a sixteen
sided polygon with a diameter of about eighty-five feet, nearly fourteen feet more than 
The Theatre’s. It was operational by September 1599, when the Swiss traveler Thomas 
Platter saw a performance of Julius Caesar at what he called “the straw-thatched 
house”—almost certainly the Globe, which had a thatched roof over the galleries 
and stage.

Opening a new playhouse right next to the small and aging Rose might look like 
an aggressive gesture on the Burbages’ part, bringing the Chamberlain’s Men into 
direct competition with the Admiral’s Men. In such a turf-war narrative, Burbage 
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and company look like history’s winners: Henslowe and his son-in-law Edward Alleyn 
almost immediately started building a new playhouse elsewhere. The Admiral’s Men 
abandoned the Rose in 1600 and moved into their new home, the Fortune, in 
Clerkenwell, northwest of the City and far away from the Globe. But there is no rea
son to think that a desire to ramp up competition motivated the Burbages’ decision. 
For one thing, this kind of thinking would have been out of step with the general 
atmosphere of mutual respect among London’s acting companies. For another, the 
very speed with which Henslowe and Alleyn acted supports a different story. In fact, 
the Burbages may have chosen the Southwark location because they knew that 
Henslowe had started to look for a suitable site for a new playhouse and that the 
Admiral’s Men would soon leave their old home.

What made the Globe a remarkable project was neither its builders’ allegedly 
aggressive approach to the theatrical marketplace nor its size or design, which were no 
more impressive than the Swan’s. The Globe was unique for the way it was financed: it 
belonged not to a separate landlord, but to members of the acting company itself.

How did this come about? It may be that when the Burbages decided to move 
their playhouse in 1598, they did not have sufficient funds for that enterprise. In 
1596, their father had spent the very large sum of £600 to transform a medieval hall 
inside the former Blackfriars monastery into a theater. The purpose of this invest
ment is uncertain: the doomed lease negotiations for The Theatre had not yet begun, 
so James Burbage might have been trying to expand his activities as a theater owner 
rather than replace his old playhouse. He had only been his son’s company’s landlord 
for a little over a year when he bought the Blackfriars, and may very well have had 
another company in mind for the new space. Whatever the case, the new venue was 
the largest indoor performance space in London, and probably the first hall theater 
designed for an adult company. But the undertaking failed. Almost instantly, a group 
of wealthy inhabitants of the Blackfriars precinct successfully protested against the 
plan. The composition of that group is enlightening: it contained Lord Hunsdon, the 
patron of Shakespeare’s company; and Hunsdon’s recently deceased father had tried 
to buy part of the same property Burbage was after the year before. If the new play
house was meant for the Chamberlain’s Men, it is certainly strange that both these 
patrons of the company attempted to prevent its construction.

In any event, the property was not a viable alternative when Richard Burbage and 
his fellows lost The Theatre. Whether for financial reasons or because neither Cuth
bert nor Richard Burbage wanted to play the role of theater owner and landlord, the 
brothers devised a solution that would for the first time put a venue mostly in actors’ 
hands. Half the enterprise belonged to the Burbages (since they contributed the tim
ber from The Theatre), but the remaining 50 percent was divided equally among five 
of the seven or eight remaining sharers in the Chamberlain’s Men: John Heminges, 
William Kemp, Augustine Phillips, Thomas Pope, and William Shakespeare. At 
Christmas 1598, this consortium signed the lease for the plot of land in Southwark. 
They subsequently covered the construction costs of £700, exactly what The Theatre 
had cost to build in 1576.

Having a playhouse owned by the majority of the sharers in an acting company 
was a unique business model. These sharers now were responsible for the upkeep of 
the building, but they also, as landlords, received a portion of the entire revenue from 
every show (the Globe used the same rental agreement as the Rose, splitting perfor
mance income between landlords and actors). Beyond economics, the agreement cre
ated an unparalleled strong bond between these actors and their venue. It practically 
ensured that the Globe became their default home, and that its joint owners would 
remain members of the same acting company. The Globe was made for the Chamber
lain’s Men—but the Chamberlain’s Men, in a sense, were also made by the Globe.

What happened to the Blackfriars property in the meantime? It stood empty for 
three years; and then, in 1600, it became an active theater after all. That year, Richard 
Burbage, clearly unwilling to adopt his father’s or Henslowe’s business model, leased
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This section of Wenceslaus Hollar’s 1647 “LongView” of London, drawn from South
wark, shows the Globe in its rebuilt state. The Globe is the round building in the middle, 
misidentified as a “Beere bayting” arena. The round building to its right, mislabeled 
“The Globe,” is in fact the Hope playhouse, which by the 1620s was used exclusively as a 
bearbaiting venue.

the Blackfriars venue outright to the manager of a boys’ acting company—for a flat 
annual fee of £40, and for twenty-one years. No revenue sharing, no managerial 
services: Burbage washed his hands of his father’s failed endeavor. (The boys’ com
pany did not face the same opposition as the 1596 venture, perhaps because it per
formed as rarely as once a week, or because it represented a more up-market kind of 
playing.)

Eventually, the Blackfriars would become the King’s Men’s second venue: they 
probably started performing plays there sometime in 1610, at the very end of Shake
speare’s career. But neither the company nor the Burbages were in any rush to move 
indoors. In 1604, the boys’ company’s manager tried to return the building to them 
and cut the twenty-one-year lease short, but the Burbages were uninterested. Only 
after the King forced out the children’s troupe in 1608 did they agree to terminate 
the lease. The brothers owned the property and certainly had no financial incentive 
to search for investors. And yet the Burbages immediately turned the Blackfriars 
into another shared venture, splitting costs and revenues equally among themselves, 
one outsider, and four King’s Men’s sharers, including Shakespeare. The idea here was 
evidently not to maximize personal gain, but to enhance the company’s profile—and 
its leaders’ fortunes.

Within a decade, the Blackfriars turned into the place for new, fashionable plays. 
But during Shakespeare’s lifetime, it never outshone the older outdoor space. For the 
first years of the new theater’s existence, references to King’s Men plays mention only 
the Globe; prominent audience members, including foreign princes, still visited the 
open-air venue; and in 1613, the company emphatically reaffirmed its commitment 
to its traditional playhouse. That year, the building’s cost-effective thatched roof caught
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A different section of Hollar’s panorama shows the Blackfriars precinct across the river 
from the Globe and Hope theaters. Just to the left of center, next to the spire of 
St. Bride’s Church, the long roof with two tall chimneys marks the probable location of 
the Blackfriars theater.

fire during the first performance of Shakespeare and Fletcher’s Henry VIII. The Globe 
burned down, leaving the King’s Men with only an indoor theater at their disposal. 
However, instead of redefining themselves as the Blackfriars company, they extended 
their lease on the Southwark plot, invested the enormous sum of £1,400, and rebuilt 
their playhouse—with decorations that made it, in the words of an eyewitness, “the fair
est that ever was in England.” This time, the galleries and stage had tiled roofs.

If the Chamberlain’s/King’s Men were unique in forming such a strong intercon
nection between actors and theaters, they also benefited from the unusual privilege of 
having an in-house playwright. No other company in the 1590s seems to have had a 
sharer who could also provide, on average, two plays a year. In addition, Shakespeare 
apparently performed other tasks for his company that would normally have been 
farmed out to hired dramatists, which included writing new scenes for old plays. The 
sheets in the Sir Thomas More manuscript that are probably in Shakespeare’s hand
writing are one example: there, he provided a long scene for a collaboratively authored 
text that needed major patching to be stageable. There is also evidence that additions 
to Thomas Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy first printed in 1602 are by Shakespeare; if so, he 
wrote them for a Chamberlain's Men revival of this early classic (originally staged 
around 1587). The role of Hieronimo in the play was one of Richard Burbage’s star 
turns, so we know the script found its way into the company’s repertory at some point 
in the late 1590s or early 1600s.

Although the Chamberlain's Men were unusually fortunate to have Shakespeare as 
a sharer, we should not overestimate his place in their repertory. He was no Thomas 
Dekker, the dramatist who between 1597 and 1603 wrote or coauthored 41 new plays 
for a range of companies. Nor was Shakespeare as productive as Thomas Heywood, 
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who claimed to have authored or cowritten more than 220 plays in a career spanning 
forty years. Given a need for at least ten fresh scripts a year, Shakespeare's contributions 
to his company’s repertory were valuable, even indispensable—but they could never 
make up more than a fraction of the new material commissioned every year. Even if 
demand for new plays slowed in the 1620s, after the King’s Men had accumulated a 
stock of reliably popular offerings, those of Shakespeare’s works that had proved 
their lasting appeal would always be part of a much larger set of scripts. And the 
company treated Shakespeare’s plays much like other authors’ works, hiring play
wrights to spruce up the old texts and make them newly exciting for audiences; in 
Shakespeare’s case, it was Thomas Middleton who revised Measure for Measure, 
Macbeth, and possibly others.

At Court
Thinking of theater as a commercial enterprise taking place in venues accessible to 
all who paid the price of admission means leaving out one important aspect of early 
modern theater: private performances for aristocratic audiences. Companies were 
occasionally paid to stage their plays inside the London houses of noble clients, but 
such interactions with the highest social ranks were intermittent and unpredict
able. The court, on the other hand, annually required actors to provide entertain
ments during lengthy revels between Christmas and Twelfth Night, and usually at 
Shrovetide (the three days before Ash Wednesday). Under Elizabeth I, there was only 
one court, her own, and theatrical activities were limited to those two holiday periods. 
With the ascension of James I, however, the number of royal courts multiplied—besides 
the King’s own, Queen Anne, Prince Henry, and later Prince Charles also maintained 
courts with their own occasions for entertainment—and playing was no longer limited to 
holidays. The records show that the royally sponsored adult companies could be sum
moned to one of the palaces at any time. Officially, the courts’ desire for theater justified 
the actors’ need to play all year round in public venues, despite the City authorities’ con
cerns: companies constantly had to rehearse and try out plays in front of live audiences 
so they could be ready to perform whenever a royal patron needed them.

The person in charge of organizing royal entertainments was the Master of the 
Revels, an officer who worked for the Lord Chamberlain. Under Elizabeth, the office 
was held by Sir Edmund Tilney. His job was not an easy one: he was responsible for 
choosing the appropriate companies and plays from the multitude available in London. 
In his early years, Tilney’s approach seemed scattershot, with up to seven different 
troupes playing at court per season. The sheer complexity of keeping that many com
panies organized may have led to the foundation of an elite troupe under Elizabeth’s 
own patronage, the Queen’s Men, who dominated court entertainments for a few 
years after 1583. In 1594, the Master of the Revels apparently undertook a second 
effort to streamline holiday performances, this time relying not on a single troupe, 
but on a pair—and his superior, the Lord Chamberlain, adopted one of those compa
nies as his own. For five years thereafter, Tilney could draw on two consistently 
excellent groups of actors, the Chamberlain’s Men and the Admiral’s Men.

As in 1583, though, this approach gave the Queen’s revels a rather different com
plexion from the popular theaters. The Queen’s Men were the leading company for 
about ten years after their creation, but other troupes eventually reappeared in the 
court season. Similarly, Shakespeare’s company and their colleagues at the Rose were 
prominent but far from alone in London, and their competitors also turned up on 
Tilney’s payroll again before long. Derby’s Men, Worcester’s Men, Hertford’s Men, 
and the boys’ companies all performed at court within a few years of the establish
ment of the Lord Chamberlain’s troupe in 1594. Tilney’s tenure as Master of the 
Revels was marked by repeated, ultimately futile efforts to limit actors’ access to 
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courtly employment—efforts seemingly designed to shut out the unrestrained vari
ety of the public theatrical marketplace.

Under James I, the Lord Chamberlain’s office finally acknowledged the size and 
diversity of London’s theater world. Abandoning the model of a separate set of privi
leged companies with access to the court, the crown instead brought all major Lon
don companies gradually under royal patronage. By 1615, five adult troupes were 
being officially sponsored by members of James’s family. Only those companies were 
asked to perform at court, but they were probably also the only acting outfits remain
ing in London: there were not enough playhouses to accommodate more than five 
permanent adult companies.

Even if the diversity of companies performing at court came to reflect the situa
tion in the public playhouses over the course of Shakespeare’s career, the repertory 
the actors drew on for their courtly performances remained distinct in surprising 
ways. We might expect that kings and queens, princes, ambassadors, and wealthy 
courtiers would have made for the most discerning and demanding audience imagin
able, but the records tell a different story. Often, the plays staged at court were 
already several years old; by the 1610s, Revels playlists begin to feel like compilations 
of the classics that had their place in every company’s repertory but could not nor
mally compete with the appeal of new material. The court’s, or the Master of the 
Revels’, taste was broadly on the conservative side.

Though the records list almost no specific play titles from Elizabeth’s reign, those 
surviving from James’s time suggest that the King and his inner circle liked their 
Shakespeare well aged. In 1604, there were A Midsummer Night’s Dream, nine years 
old; The Merry Wives of Windsor, seven years old; and The Comedy of Errors, over ten 
years old. The next year, we have recorded performances of Henry V, six or seven years 
after its first staging; and of The Merchant of Venice, at least seven years old, but per
formed twice within three days in James’s presence in February 1605. These were the 
typical Shakespearean offerings. Exceptions occurred, including the still-new Tem
pest and Winter's Tale in November 1611, but for the most part, the Master of the 
Revels assembled an unadventurous repertory in which certain favorites often reap
pear. Twelfth Night, The Winter’s Tale, Othello, and 1 Henry IV show up every few 
years, as do some of Ben Jonson’s plays (Volpone and The Alchemist in particular) and 
titles whose continued popularity at court now seems puzzling (such as the anony
mous Greene’s Tu Quoque and The Merry Devil of Edmonton). A company that per
formed for the royal households as often as did the King’s Men must have adjusted to 
their courtly audience’s expectations to some degree, and may therefore have been less 
quick to follow the latest artistic fashions than a company less in demand at court. 
But even so, Shakespeare and his fellows probably saw acting for their royal patrons 
as quite a different challenge from playing for London audiences. And in spite of the 
unquestionable importance of their connection to the royal household, the fact that 
they performed publicly far more frequently and depended on the income from those 
performances probably meant that their day-to-day activities were less influenced by 
the preferences of the court than we might imagine.

The Regulation of Playing and Its Failures
Organizing court entertainments was the most important aspect of the Master of the 
Revels’ job, but he had another major responsibility: the licensing of new plays. Every 
script had to be submitted to him for approval, and only manuscripts bearing his 
license and signature were allowed to be performed. In their censorship activities, 
Tilney and his successors concentrated mainly on three concerns: no actual persons 
could be slandered or attacked; plays had to steer clear of incendiary topics and lan
guage; and, after a law banning profanity onstage had been passed in 1606, actors 
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were no longer allowed to utter oaths using the name of God in any form. In the 
main, though, the Master of the Revels was not the acting companies’ antagonist. For 
instance, Tilney did not simply reject Sir Thomas More, although he found the play 
objectionable on a number of counts; instead, he suggested changes that would enable 
him to give the players his license.

That relatively benign mode of control could quickly shift into an aggressive reg
ister when the players crossed a line. Companies that staged plays without first hav
ing them licensed, if discovered, were severely reprimanded. Stricter actions followed 
whenever a performance offended a person of high rank and influence. Playhouses 
were sometimes shut down as a consequence, and actors and playwrights found 
themselves in prison while under investigation. When these perceived transgressions 
happened (and they happened infrequently), the state was typically unable to explain 
what had gone wrong, especially if the play had been licensed. Playwrights would 
routinely offer the likeliest theory: the actors had ad-libbed, adding content the Mas
ter of the Revels had not seen and the author(s) had not written. There was certainly 
a kernel of truth to those defenses. Live performance is invariably different from the 
script on which it is based. But although that insight was not unknown to Shake
speare’s contemporaries, it never seemed to affect the official system of licensing, 
which continued to operate unchanged throughout the early modern period.

Beyond the licensing requirements, there are few signs that the state took any 
sustained interest in regulating the theatrical marketplace, in London or elsewhere 
in the country. Nor were such efforts especially effective when they did occur. One 
of the most significant interventions took place in July 1597, apparently in response 
to a now-lost play, The Isle of Dogs, performed by Pembroke’s Men at the Swan. This 
performance caused a massive scandal, landed some actors and the playwright Ben 
Jonson in jail under investigation for sedition, shut down all the theaters, and ruined 
Pembroke’s Men financially. We do not know what made the play so offensive, but it 
must have been a serious trespass. The Privy Council’s reaction to what it regarded 
as the players’ “lewd and mutinous behaviour” was unprecedentedly severe; an order 
went out to stop all performances and have all playhouses demolished within three 
months. As telling as this order, though, is what happened next: almost nothing. The 
company was broken up, but no theaters were destroyed. Henslowe’s Diary shows no 
signs that he was concerned about loss of income, and before long a new London
based company established itself in a new theater, the Boar’s Head. For the next few 
years, the Privy Council attempted to control the number of troupes and playhouses in 
London, but every one of its annual letters to the local authorities expresses frustration 
about the inefficient implementation of the previous set of orders. No letters on the 
subject written after 1602 survive.

The Privy Council’s general indifference to tightly regulating the theaters and its 
relatively hands-off attitude, even in the brief period when it adopted restrictive poli
cies, did not align well with the wishes of the Lord Mayor and aidermen of the City, 
for whom the theaters posed a perennial challenge to public order. However, even the 
City authorities were not consistent in their opposition: they habitually relied on 
actors and playwrights for the annual civic entertainments, especially the Lord May
or’s pageants. Some aidermen befriended players, and actors participated in parish
level government (Shakespeare’s colleagues Henry Condell and John Heminges were 
church wardens; Edward Alleyn and Philip Henslowe served as members of the ves
try, or parish council, of St. Saviour’s Church in Southwark). And although opposition 
to regular performances at the inns in the City was fairly consistent over twenty years, 
this policy may not have been the reason that all the large playhouses were built in the 
suburbs. Rather, high property prices and the scarcity of plots of land large enough 
for an amphitheater-style structure inside the densely packed City probably forced 
theater-builders to look beyond the city walls. Having large gathering places close to 
their gates but beyond their control vexed London authorities, but their anger may 
have been fueled by more than a simple desire to prohibit playacting: the theaters 
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made a lot of money, and none of that income could be taxed by the City—despite the 
fact that the vast majority of playgoers would have been Londoners. The Mayor and 
his aidermen thus had many reasons for feeling aggrieved. Not only did they have to 
suffer the threat of riots and public disturbances sparked at the theaters, but they 
could not even collect fees and taxes in return.

The one cause that brought the interests of City and Privy Council together was 
also the single biggest economic threat to the acting companies, and the most fre
quent reason for playhouse closures: the plague. While the transmission of diseases 
was not well understood in early modern England, the authorities knew that crowds 
spread illness. Hence the government would order the theaters to shut whenever 
plague deaths reached a certain level (these figures had to be recorded and reported 
parish by parish every week). Sometimes, such closures were a precaution and did not 
last long. But on a number of occasions during Shakespeare’s career, the theaters 
were closed for many months, with disastrous consequences for the London-based 
companies. A plague outbreak in 1593 halted performances for almost the entire year, 
forced all companies to tour, and caused a major reorganization of the theatrical 
landscape—out of which the Chamberlain’s Men emerged as a new troupe formed 
from the fragments of its disbanded predecessors. At least as devastating was the hor
rific eruption of plague that shut down all playing in London from March 1603 to 
September 1604, and the less severe but longer episode that kept the theaters closed 
from August 1608 to the end of 1610. The first decade of James’s reign was an espe
cially chaotic and challenging time for the London companies, as there were lengthy 
plague closures even in the years w hen the playhouses were periodically open. If the 
world of London theater changed fundamentally after Shakespeare’s retirement in 
1613, the great watershed may not have been the introduction of multiple royal 
patrons or of new indoor performance venues, but instead the comparative stability 
offered by an extended period without plague outbreaks. In any case, it seems clear 
that the greatest threat to an acting company’s fortunes was not the Privy Council, 
the censor, or local authorities, but a mysterious, unpredictable, and lethal disease.

Casting
We have already glimpsed some of the details of how an early modern acting company 
was put together: at its core were the sharers, the actors who jointly owned the troupe’s 
assets; then there were a number of male youths, usually apprenticed to the sharers, 
who played women and children; and then there was a group of hired men, who had 
no financial stake in the group’s success, as they were paid a set salary, although some 
(such as John Sincklo) stayed loyally with the same troupe. Beyond those actors, most 
London companies employed someone who functioned like a modern stage manager, 
the book-holder. That person was responsible for maintaining play scripts and orga
nizing the backstage action during performances; he likely also acted as a prompter. 
Finally, there were employees who collected admission fees, cleaned the theater, 
and probably doubled as stagehands. Some of these workers were women, a female 
presence in an otherwise entirely male business.

Senior actors developed a degree of professional specialization. The most obvious 
experts were the clowns or fools, often among the most prominent members of any 
company. Richard Tarlton was the first of the great and famous Elizabethan clowns, 
and he was the Queen’s Men’s undisputed star until his death in 1588. Will Kemp, a 
sharer in the Chamberlain’s Men as well as, for a short while, in the Globe, took over 
Tarlton’s crown as the funniest man on English stages. After Kemp left the company 
in 1599, Robert Armin inherited his role as clown. The styles of these comedic per
formers differed, with Tarlton famed as an improviser and singer, Kemp known for 
his athleticism, and Armin for his subtler verbal wit, but they all had one thing in com
mon: their responsibilities included the comic entertainments performed after plays
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were done. Hence, they regularly appeared 
before audiences as themselves or as 
recognizable stage personae. They were 
certainly among the most readily identi
fiable faces of the company.

Unlike other roles, the clowns’ parts 
in plays were often not fully scripted, and 
allowed for improvisation—the excessive 
use of which Hamlet criticizes when he 
tells the players to "let those that play your 
clowns speak no more than is set down for 
them.” It is thus no coincidence that even 
as playwriting became a profession sepa
rate from acting, famous clowns still con
tinued to be known as dramatists as well: 
Tarlton, Kemp, and Armin all wrote, as 
did John Shank, John Singer, and William 
Rowley. The line between the play and its 
performance, between the playwright’s 
text and what the actors said and did, was 
particularly blurred in these performers’ 
roles—and we should not assume that 
authors (or anyone else) found this espe
cially troubling. It would be an error to 
read Hamlet’s views as Shakespeare’s, 
let alone the audience’s: by all accounts, 
including Hamlet’s, theatergoers enjoyed 
the clowns’ ad-libbing and did not mind 

This portrait of Richard Tarlton, drawn 
by John Scottowe in or around 1588, 
shows Tarlton dressed as a jester, playing 
the tabor (a kind of drum) and pipe.

skills. Hamlet itself requires at least two c 
took on three of the plays’ foolish roles

if such riffing delayed the progress of the 
play. We should, however, take seriously 
Hamlet’s use of the plural “clowns.” The 
company’s specialist clown would never 
have been the only actor with comedic 

owns, the two gravediggers, even if Armin 
and acted Polonius, Osric, and the first 

gravedigger (a casting choice the structure of the play allows). Twelfth Night, similarly, 
calls for a designated clown, but also needs another comically gifted actor as Sir 
Andrew Aguecheek. Shakespeare’s company included a number of such performers. 
Thomas Pope, one of its founding sharers, had a reputation as a comedian, as did 
Richard Cowley, a hired man with the Chamberlain’s Men who became a sharer in the
King’s Men.

If not all comic parts always went to the same performer, the same is true of dra
matic leads. Two great tragic actors dominate all narratives of Shakespeare’s stage: 
Edward Alleyn, the Admiral’s Men’s star, and Richard Rurbage, the Chamberlain’s and 
King’s Men’s leading player. Roth rose to prominence in the 1590s. Alleyn, Burbage’s 
senior by three years, gained fame first. However, although he led the longer life (Bur- 
bage died in 1619, Alleyn in 1626), his career as an actor lasted nowhere near as long as 
his colleague’s: sometime before 1606, Alleyn retired from the stage to devote his atten
tion to even more profitable ventures, whereas Rurbage continued acting until his death. 
But even these two titans of the stage would not have taken the lead in every play: that 
is not how ensembles work. Alleyn certainly performed the title characters in Christo
pher Marlowe’s Tamhurlaine and Doctor Faustus and Barabas in The Jew of Malta, 
though he may not have originated those roles; beyond these, we know of five other 
parts in which he acted, four of them from lost plays. Burbage’s list is not much longer. 
An elegy written shortly after his death laments that with him died characters that 
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A contemporary portrait of Richard Burbage. 
Burbage sometimes worked as a visual artist, 
and some scholars believe this painting to be 
a self-portrait.

no other actor could bring to life as 
powerfully: “No more young Hamlet, 
old Hieronimo, / Kind Lear, the grieved 
Moor.” He was closely associated, then, 
with three of Shakespeare’s plays and 
Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy; notably, those 
works were at least ten years old when 
he died.

We might expect that Burbage, at 
the height of his fame, played all the 
largest parts, but the elegy suggests 
otherwise: Othello is a smaller role than 
Iago. What is more, when the Cham
berlain's Men were established in 1594, 
Burbage was only twenty-five, the 
youngest sharer, and had not yet risen to 
the level of prominence he would later 
attain; and the company included other 
well-known actors: George Bryan, John 
Heminges, Augustine Phillips, and 
William Sly. Initially, Burbage’s name 
would not have been the most recogni
zable among these, and even when his 
reputation ultimately eclipsed the 
others’, he would—and could—not 
have been the only choice for leads. Think of Shakespeare’s plays from the mid-1590s: 
Burbage probably played Romeo, but what about Richard II? Would Burbage have been 
a better fit for the king or for the usurper Bolingbroke? In The Merchant of Venice, 
Shylock is the star turn nowadays, but Bassanio may have been the likelier role for 
Burbage, with older actors, like Bryan or Phillips, taking the roles of the other two male 
leads, Antonio and Shylock—or Thomas Pope, if Shylock was considered a comic 
part. Or take, as a final example, Titus Andronicus. Titus is the largest role, but Bur
bage may well have been a better fit for Aaron, a younger and more agile character.

Matching actors’ ages to those of their characters, though, is a complicated busi
ness, and a casting consideration that was treated differently in Shakespeare’s time 
from now. Burbage played Lear when he was no older than thirty-seven; and he was 
famous in the role of Hieronimo—an elderly father figure—by 1601, when he was just 
thirty-two. The same actor, then, might have acted the aged King Lear, “old Hieron
imo,” and “young Hamlet” within the span of a few days. And yet, despite this apparent 
disregard for verisimilitude, it was the supposedly lifelike quality of his acting that made 
Burbage famous. A writer in the 1660s reported on his ability to “wholly transfor[m] 
himself into his part, putting off himself with his clothes, as he never assumed himself 
again until the play was done.” Part of Burbage’s power was that he could seemingly 
become another person, even if that meant aging by decades. If the effect was a kind 
of make-believe, however, the means were an orator’s, not those of modern psycho
logical realism. What contemporary witnesses praise is Burbage’s facility with speech, 
with finding the right vocal affect and the right quality of voice to express his charac
ter. As important was his aptitude at suiting his physical movement to the role, finding 
what were called the right “actions.” That term probably referred to an elaborate arse
nal of gestures and body positions that was systematic enough that audiences could 
read and make sense of actors’ movements: putting a hand on the heart, holding one’s 
face in one’s hands, making a fist, and so on. Even if Burbage seemed able to go beyond 
conventions and give his actions an unusually personal or individual quality, though, 
it is clear that what seemed lifelike in Shakespeare’s theater had little to do with a 
modern understanding of stage realism.
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Burbage’s specific talent may have been self-transformation; Alleyn, on the other 
hand, was known and remembered for his extraordinary stage presence. But both 
actors used a similar technical arsenal. Alleyn, like Burbage, was praised for his 
“excellent action”—as Thomas Nashe wrote in 1592, not even the greatest Roman 
actors “could ever perform more in action than famous Ned Alleyn.” If Burbage dis
appeared into his roles, Alleyn was celebrated for the awe-inspiring quality he 
himself lent the characters he played. We do not know what his acting would have 
looked like onstage, but its outsized effect was not universally popular. Hamlet’s 
criticism of players that “so strutted and bellowed” that “they imitated humanity 
so abominably” may refer to actors of Alleyn’s ilk, perhaps an implicit statement 
that the Chamberlain’s Men favored a different approach to performance. After 
Alleyn’s death, in the reign of Charles I, the larger-than-life style associated with him 
was frowned upon by some writers and by spectators at some theaters. But there is 
no evidence that Burbage’s brand of acting displaced Alleyn’s within Shakespeare’s 
lifetime. More probably, the two actors’ particular aptitudes represented the pinna
cles of two different but not incompatible acting techniques that in other players’ 
work appeared in mixed forms. Both of these men were exceptional figures, after 
all. The Admiral’s Men were not a company of many Alleyns, nor were the Chamber
lain’s Men a troupe of Burbages. What most performers and audiences probably 
understood “acting” (or “playing”) to mean is captured vividly in these lines from 
Richard III:

Come, cousin, canst thou quake, and change thy color, 
Murder thy breath in middle of a word, 
And then begin again, and stop again, 
As if thou wert distraught and mad with terror?

(3.5.1-4)

What Richard is asking Buckingham here is whether he can act—and Buckingham 
replies that he can indeed “counterfeit the deep tragedian,” in part because he can use 
the appropriate actions (looks, trembling, starts, smiles). Both characters describe a 
kind of performance that is highly codified, quite predictable, and not exactly lifelike; 
but both share the confidence that a talented actor can turn hackneyed gestures and 
tics into a convincing impression of reality.

If actors were capable of creating something like reality out of obvious fictions, 
and if those fictions could stretch to having an actor in his thirties play an old king 
one day and a young prince the next, then it cannot have been difficult for perform
ers and audiences to come to terms with the widespread practice of doubling. All 
but the actors cast in the largest roles routinely played multiple characters, often 
leaving the stage as one person only to return shortly thereafter, wearing a new hat 
or a different cloak, as an entirely different character. Doubling meant that most 
early modern plays, although they may feature thirty or more characters, could be 
staged by around fourteen actors. In The Merchant of Venice, for example, the same 
player could take the parts of Old Gobbo, Tubal, the Jailer, and the Duke; or Morocco, 
Arragon, and the Duke—in either case, characters ranging widely in age and social 
status.

Like doubling, the casting of male youths in all female parts was a firmly estab
lished theatrical convention, though one that had less to do with pragmatic consid
erations than with a strong moral rationale. The idea of women putting their bodies 
on public display, even if fully clothed, was widely regarded as immoral and likened 
to prostitution. All-male casts were so deeply ingrained in English theatergoers’ 
expectations that seeing actual women play female roles startled those who traveled 
abroad, where female actors were common. Some expressed their surprise that 
women could in fact act; others compared the Continental female performers critically 
to English boy players, whom they considered preferable not on moral but on artis-
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tic grounds. The women, these 
witnesses argued, played their 
characters too close to life, not 
artfully enough. A degree of 
artifice was as desirable in the 
boy actors’ performances as in 
those delivered by the men. But 
as with the adult players, that 
artfulness did not diminish the 
potential impact of the show, as 
a famous account of a 1610 stag
ing of Othello in Oxford attests. 
There, the scholar Henry Jack- 
son recalls how Desdemona’s
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death affected him: “although 
she always acted her whole part 
supremely well, yet when she 
was killed she was even more
moving, for when she fell back 
upon the bed she implored the 
pity of the spectators by her very 
face.’’ The boy player disappears 
behind the female pronouns, 
as if the artifice of the perfor
mance had become invisible. At 
the same time, Jackson registers 
that the body onstage, female or 
not, is not quite like a real 
corpse either; it responds to, 
and demands a response from, 
“the spectators.’’ Yet, despite his 
recognition that the actor, or 
the character, is manipulating 
the audience’s emotions, Jack- 
son still responds emotionally 
and is in fact moved. The con-
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A chart from the second edition of the very popular 
anonymous play Mucedorus (1606), showing which 
actors can play more than one part.

vention of using male youths for
female parts, then, was of a piece with the broader understanding of acting in Shake
speare’s time as an art that deployed heightened artifice in order to create an affec
tively powerful semblance of real life.

Staging and Its Meanings
The staging of a new play in Shakespeare’s time did not begin in a rehearsal room or in 
a theater, but in an actor’s home. One of the first tasks of the company book-holder in 
readying a new script for performance was the preparation of the players’ individual 
parts: each actor received only his own lines, along with the cues to which he was to 
respond and a handful of stage directions. Initially, then, most actors did not know who 
else was onstage with them, how many lines those other characters had, how much 
time passed between the scenes in which they appeared, or even who would give them 
their cues—nor what those characters said before the two or three words that made up 
the cue. Since companies performed together almost every day and actors often lived 
close to each other, informal discussions must have taken place to clarify relation
ships between characters, but any performer’s primary duty would have been to learn
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A section of Edward Alleyn’s part for the role of Orlando in Robert Greene’s Orlando 
Furioso. The long lines across the page mark breaks in Orlando’s speech; at their end, the 
actor could find the cue for his next line.

his part in relative isolation, finding appropriate actions and intonations for his lines 
and memorizing cues. For leads, this was a formidable responsibility. Parts were written 
on strips of paper that were glued together to form a roll—which is why the terms “role” 
and “part” are synonymous. The scrolls for leads could reach remarkable length and 
heft. The one extant early modern part, Alleyn’s copy of Orlando in Robert Greene’s 
Orlando Furioso, is six inches wide and an impressive thirteen feet long, but its 530 lines 
probably did not overly tax an actor who had mastered more than 1,100 lines in The Jew 
of Malta and nearly 900 lines in the second part of Tamburlaine.

By Shakespeare’s time, the solitary actor preparing his role could have predicted how 
the play would be staged with some certainty. The setup illustrated in the 1596 drawing of 
the Swan Theater is broadly representative of what a performer could expect in any venue: 
a rectangular, flat, largely empty stage; no sets in the modern sense, and few large furniture 
items; two pillars, probably set back from the edges of the stage by a few feet; at least two 
stage doors, and possibly a third in the center; and a balcony where scenes described as 
taking place “aloft” or “above” would be staged, though sections of it may also have offered 
additional audience seating, and part of it may have been used as a “music room.” Even if 
there was no central stage door, there would have been an area between the two entrances 
that lay concealed behind an arras or a curtain that could be drawn to reveal pre-set tab
leaux, such as Hermione’s statue in The Winter's Tale, Ferdinand and Miranda’s chess 
game in The Tempest, or the caskets in The Merchant of Venice. There was also a trapdoor 
giving access to the space underneath the stage (sometimes called hell)—the place from 
which the ghost of Hamlet’s father calls out to his son and his friends. In some theaters,
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The interior of the Swan Theater, a sixteenth-century copy of a drawing by the Dutch 
traveler Johannes de Witt.

there was a pulley system that allowed objects, such as the figure of Jupiter in Cymbeline, 
to be lowered to the stage from the roof above it. That roof was often called the heavens, so 
that the stage as a whole represented a Christian microcosm, with hell, earth, and heaven 
enclosed in a round—Hamlet s “distracted globe” or Henry V’s "wooden O.”

This fairly stable, symbolically rich staging setup lent itself to an emblematic
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1 he modern Globe on London’s South Bank. 1 his 1997 reconstruction is significantly 
larger than the original, but it captures the general idea of what an early modern theater 
may have looked like.

approach to performance. Figures appearing in the balcony are not always more pow
erful than those on the stage itself, but their position above could be dramatically 
exploited that way. When Tamora appears “aloft” alongside Saturninus in Titus Andron- 
icus, for example, the staging suggests her elevation from prisoner of war to empress—a 
shift that officially does not take place until twenty lines later. The appearance of a 
prisoner and a foreigner in the location symbolically associated with supreme national 
power, however, also instantly signals how much of a topsy-turvy world Saturninus’s 
Rome is about to become. This kind of visual logic of power returns in many plays that 
deal with the subjects of governance or rule: the descent of Richard II from the 
balcony to the stage when he surrenders to Bolingbroke is a particularly rich example. 
However, the emblematic use of the stage (where “above” means “powerful”) could 
always be layered onto other modes of representation. In Richard II, the balcony also 
stands for an actual space “above,” the battlements of Flint Castle; as the stage direc
tion has it, Richard and his allies "enter on the walls.” The stage to which he descends 
likewise is not simply "below” but also the “base court,” the castle’s lower court where 
Bolingbroke is waiting. From the perspective of the actor working with his part, the 
scene and its stage directions would have carried these various representational 
meanings—the text informed him both of Richard’s movement from sun-like power to 
debasement before his enemy, and of the fact that the scene is taking place in two dif
ferent locations in a castle. But the directions also had additional pragmatic value, as 
"on the walls” told the actor that he would have to enter on the balcony.

Stage directions such as these are explicit. Far more common are “internal” stage 
directions: textual references to actions characters perform. Often, these are straight
forward: for instance, Bolingbroke’s "there I throw my gage” in Richard II. But they 
can also be quite opaque. In Hamlet, when Polonius says, “Take this from this if this 
be otherwise,” the line only tells the actor to perform some kind of gesture—he needs 
to indicate what "this” should be taken from what other “this” if Polonius is wrong. The 
most common interpretation is “my head from my shoulders” (indicated with appro
priate gestures), but he may also be talking about his staff of office and his hand, or
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A performance at the modern Globe.

his chain of office and his neck, or something else. The line requires actions to com
plete it, but it does not prescribe those actions.

Explicit and implicit stage directions allowed for a very short rehearsal period: they 
made it possible for the actor to conceive much of his performance alone. The text may 
not always tell him what to do, but it will often tell him when he needs to do something. 
However, there are also many cases where Shakespeare’s plays seem to presuppose a 
good deal of back and forth between actors. For example, when Hamlet tells his 
mother to “leave wringing of your hands” in 3.4, the youth playing Gertrude would 
have needed to know to perform that action before Hamlet tells him to stop it—but 
there may have been no indication of this in his part. So while the part system allowed 
players to prepare for much, and while the established shape and features of play
houses by the 1590s made it possible for actors to anticipate many staging decisions 
before ever rehearsing a play, Shakespeare’s texts also contain many instances where a 
successful performance depends on the players going beyond their individual parts.

Even if rehearsal periods were short, it is hard to imagine that the elaborate 
dumbshows, masques, and battle scenes featured in some plays were not carefully 
prepared. But rehearsal in the modern sense did not exist, mainly because the mod
ern idea of character work did not exist. Renaissance actors did not spend long hours 
developing ideas about their characters’ biographies, inner lives, or hidden feelings. 
Acting was primarily a physical and oratorical art and, in its conventionality, quite 
predetermined. What made any individual performance surprising and unpredict
able were the specific effects achieved by bringing together a particular text with a 
conventionalized physical and vocal arsenal. But rehearsal also did not have to 
address many of the technological challenges that only came into being in the mod
ern theater. In an outdoor venue without artificial lighting, actors do not need to hit 
their “marks”; an expansive stage lit only by sunlight allows for greater freedom of 
movement than one illuminated by an elaborate lighting design. Lastly, staging was 
determined in part by the architecture of the playhouses. Certain spots on stage 
worked especially well for certain set pieces. Soliloquies, for instance, were at their 
most powerful not when delivered front and center, but instead from a position far
ther away from the audience, off-center, and underneath the stage roof, which pro
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vided the greatest sense of acoustic intimacy. Therefore, an actor preparing a speech 
could predict with some certainty where onstage he would deliver it.

Of course there is more to staging a play than speaking lines and finding positions. 
Nowadays, sets are of paramount importance. In Shakespeare’s time, they were all but 
nonexistent, except for some big-impact items: the Rose Theater owned a hell-mouth, 
probably covering the trapdoor, for devils to enter and exit in plays such as Marlowe’s 
Doctor Faustus. Tombs, caves, and cages also appear in Henslowe’s inventory, as do 
magical trees and severed heads. One other cost factor of modern productions, how
ever, loomed similarly large in Shakespeare’s time: costumes. Dresses in particular 
could be more expensive to commission than new plays, and companies maintained a 
rich stock of costumes; in 1598, the Admiral’s Men owned at least eighty complete 
men’s outfits. Most of these were generic items, but some were character-specific: 
“Harry the Fifth's velvet gown,” “Longshanks’ suit,” or “Merlin’s gown and cape.”

What the actors wore was the most noteworthy visual aspect of staging. On a 
basic level, costumes identified characters. If the actor playing Tubal in The Mer
chant of Venice also played the jailor and the Duke, his three characters would have 
been distinguished initially and immediately by different garments. But costumes 
did more than facilitate identification. Dress signified social rank. It instantly 
allowed audiences to place characters, without having heard them speak or knowing 
anything else about them. More important, dress could set the scene: a nightgown sig
naled where and when an action took place; a forester’s outfit told the audience to 
imagine a woodland setting; an innkeeper’s costume moved the scene to a tavern. 
And dress denoted historical periods—as can be seen in Henry Peacham’s famous 
illustration of Titus Andronicus. In this 1590s drawing, Titus’s garments—Roman 
armor and a toga accessorized with a laurel wreath—immediately inform the viewer 
that this is a classical figure, and that the play is set in ancient Rome.

Yet Peacham’s picture also shows that costume functioned in multiple registers 
on Shakespeare’s stage. Titus wears Roman dress, and the short tunics of the three 
figures on the right also suggest quasiclassical costumes. But Tamora, on her knees 
in a flowing, embroidered gown and wearing a nonclassical crown, signifies less an 
ancient figure (Goth or Roman) than royalty. Her garments, unlike those of the char
acters beside her, are designed to situate her not in history, but in a particular social 
sphere. The outfits of the two leftmost characters follow a different logic yet again: 
they are Elizabethan soldiers, with breeches, halberds, and contemporary helmets. 
Their costume has no historical function; its sole purpose is to identify them as hav
ing a particular occupation. Dress, then, could signify in multiple, mutually contra
dictory ways at the same time on Shakespeare’s stage. What Peacham’s image

Henry Peacham’s illustration of a scene from Titus Andronicus (ca. 1595).
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suggests visually is that Titus 
Andronicus, while set in Rome, is 
also concerned with general ques
tions of monarchic power and sol
dierly virtue. All three of those 
aspects of the play could be com
municated through costume. If the 
picture portrays a kind of theater 
capable of sustaining anachronistic 
and logical contradictions in the 
pursuit of its thematic goals, it is 
representative of the broader, and 
pervasive, anachronism of Shake
spearean drama, in which church 
bells ring and books rather than 
scrolls are read in Julius Caesar’s 
Rome, while the title character 
wears that most Elizabethan of male 
garments, a doublet. No matter how 
far back in historical time these 

Audience members seem to have consumed a 
wide range of foods at the theater. Archaeolo
gists found oyster shells, remnants of crab, and 
a large quantity of nutshells and fruit seeds at 
the Rose Theater site.

plays were set, they also always took place in the present moment.
Impressive and expensive as the actors’ costumes could be, their visual impact 

would necessarily have been lessened by the daylight playing conditions: performers 
were not isolated in space and light as they can be in modern theaters, but always 
competed for attention with the audience itself, with the equally splendid figures in 
the lords’ rooms and on stage stools, and with whatever distracting things spectators 
chose to do while the play was in progress: play cards, smoke tobacco, solicit prosti
tutes (or johns). Aurally, too, Shakespeare’s stage was not as insulated as a modern 
theater. Spectators were rowdier and more audibly present than audiences now. 
But the sounds of the city would also have infiltrated the open-air space: church 
bells, the noise of bears and hounds from the nearby bearbaiting arenas, the cries of 
street vendors, and perhaps even the sound of performances at neighboring 
playhouses might all have been heard. Going to a play in early modern London was 
never exclusively about the action and words onstage; it was always also about the 
theater itself, its temporary inhabitants, and the places where the theaters stood. 
Visually and aurally, the stage was in competition with the world, but it also found 
ways of integrating that world into its fictions.

Although the early modern theatrical experience was shaped by a host of immediate 
sensory perceptions, it equally depended on the audiences ability to refashion those 
impressions in their minds—even as plays insisted on drawing attention to the material 
reality of the stage. The Prologue to Henry V illustrates this condition perfectly. On the 
one hand, it mocks the apparent inadequacy of the theater, an “unworthy scaffold, a 
“cockpit” laughably ill suited to representing the "vasty fields of France”; it mercilessly 
reminds the audience where they are. At the same time, the Prologue also encourages 
the listeners to ignore all these carefully catalogued shortcomings and allow the play to 
work “on your imaginary forces,” pleading with them to “piece out our imperfections 
with your thoughts.” The Prologue seems to indulge in a risky game: it explains in detail 
why the theater should fail even as it dares the audience to make it work. But this risk 
lay at the heart of Shakespeare’s theatrical art. We can detect it in the use of boy actors 
as much as in contradictory costuming choices and willful anachronisms. It found its 
most daring expression in the frequent use of narrative, seemingly the least theatrical 
form of writing. Antonio’s tearful farewell to Bassanio in The Merchant of Venice-, the 
deaths of the Dukes of Suffolk and York in Henry V; the reunion of Perdita and Leontes 
in The Winter’s Tale; most remarkably, the death of as charismatic a character as Fal- 
staff, in Henry V: again and again, Shakespeare chose to have events such as these 
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reported by other characters rather than staging them before his spectators’ eyes. In 
these scenes, the words and their demands on the audience’s imagination do not just 
compete with what is visible, as they always did in the early modern playhouse. These 
narrations do more than that: they celebrate and rely on the power of words to take 
audiences out of the theater altogether, to transport them, without any visual aid 
whatsoever, to places and encounters that even the characters in the play itself only 
imagine.

And yet, despite placing such trust in language's capacity to transform reality, 
both the scenes and their author depended on their actors’ ability to make audiences 
believe those words. If language’s appeal to the imagination was meant to pull the
atergoers out of their immediate sensory experience and into an engagement with 
a world of fiction, that goal could be achieved only by virtue of the very bodies, cos
tumes, and props whose specific presence audiences were encouraged to transform 
into representations of an alternative reality. If a play worked, it enabled its viewers 
almost to forget the theaters whose splendor impressed so many visitors; allowed 
them to imagine for a moment that the words they heard did not come from a scroll 
of paper, that they had not been preapproved and licensed by a government official, 
purchased by a profit-hungry company, and written by a commercial playwright. 
Ultimately, then, in spite of the theater’s undeniably powerful architectural, social, 
cultural, and visual presence in the lives of Shakespeare’s contemporaries, its suc
cess in creating alternative, fictional worlds depended on an audience capable of 
understanding that all this splendor was not an end in itself. That is the marvelous 
paradox of Shakespeare’s theater: it invested a great deal of goods, money, and physi
cal labor in an effort to persuade people not to ignore those material realities alto
gether, but to use them as a means of accessing greater, still more wondrous, and 
wholly imaginary worlds beyond.


